Abstract. Biswas proposed two protocols based on the two-party Diffie-Hellman technique: (1) key agreement with multiple two-party keys and (2) a contributory group key exchange protocol. Then, Tseng and Wu pointed out that the second protocol has a security weakness and proposed a new protocol to remedy the weakness. In this paper, the authors point out that the Biswas's first protocol is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack. Through the attack, an attacker can intercept, modify, or delete the communicated messages between two communicating party or among the group members.
Introduction
In fact, the ability to dynamically and publicly establish a session key for secure communication is a big challenge between two participants. The session key is to encrypt and decrypt their communicated messages by using symmetric-key cryptosystem such as the AES [18] . Since that, two communicating parties can communicate with each other privately. However, In Internet, how do two communicating parties securely obtain the common session key between them? In 1976, Diffie and Hellman proposed a key agreement protocol to solve this problem [5] . It allows two participants exchange two public keys through a public channel to generate a shared key between them [4, 6, 8-10, 15, 19, 20, 23, 24] .
A brief discussion of the Diffie-Hellman protocol is as follows. Let A and B be the two participants that wish to establish a secure shared key between them. Both A and B agree on two large positive integers, n and g such that n is a prime number and g is a group generator. A/B randomly chooses a private key x/y, which is smaller than n. Both A and B exchange their public keys X = g x mod n and Y = g y mod n. After that, both A and B can compute their shared key K AB = Y x = g yx mod n, and K BA = X y = g xy mod n. Then, they can use the shared key K for secure communication [1, 5, 11, 16] .
Except 2-party key agreement protocol, there are many group key management and distribution protocols had been proposed for multi-party [7, 12, 21, 25] . In these protocols, keys are computed dynamically through cooperation of all protocol participants [3, 14] .
In 2008, Biswas [2] proposed two protocols based on the two-party Diffie-Hellman technique: (1) key agreement with multiple two-party keys and (2) a contributory group key exchange protocol. In the first protocol, it is an extension of the Diffie-Hellman protocol. It allows two participants generate 15 shared keys through the exchange of two pair of public keys through a public channel. On the other hand, the original Diffie-Hellman protocol can only generate a single shared key through the exchange of one pair of public keys. It is seen that the Biswas's protocol is superior to the original Diffie-Hellman protocol. However, this paper shall show that the Biswas's protocol is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack [13, 17, 26] . We explain the security weakness in Section 3 in detail. In the second protocol, it is an extension of the two-party Diffie-Hellman technique to generate a group key for participants of a large group. In 2010, Tseng and Wu [22] pointed out that the second protocol has a security weakness and proposed a new protocol to remedy the weakness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the Biswas's protocol. In Section 3, we shall show our security analysis of the Biswas's protocol. Finally, our brief conclusions will be drawn in Section 4.
Review of Biswas's Multiple Two-Party Keys
At present the main means is low click type and the lever type, low click type is on the bottom of the ball through attack the ball flew over obstacles, this method is able to pick the ball's advantages and makes the energy loss in institutions least, the shortcoming is the ball high requirement of the shape of the electromagnetic valve [19] . Therefore, the development of a high-performance control system of soccer robot has become an urgent desire for soccer robot fans.
In this section, we review the Biswas's multiple two-party keys [2] . Now, we suppose that Bob and Alice want to establish 15 common session keys by sending four Diffie-Hellman public keys. First, Alice and Bob exchange two pairs of public keys and use them to agree four base keys. Next, 11 additional shared keys can be derived by multiplying the four base keys in different combinations. Finally, Alice and Bob can perform the following steps to establish 15 common session keys. 6. Once the four base keys are generated, both Alice and Bob can extend them to generate 11 additional shared keys as follows. 
Man-in-the-Middle Attack on Biswas's Protocol
In this section, we shall show that the Biswas's protocol is not secure against a man-in-the-middle attack. We assume that the adversary Eve is a legitimate user. Eve wants to share the four base keys with Alice by masquerading as Bob and to share another four base keys with Bob by masquerading as Alice. Once Eve has their four base keys, she can also generate 11 additional shared keys between Alice and Bob. The attack scenario is outlined in Figure 2 . A more detailed description of the attack is as follows: Figure 2 : Man-in-the-middle attack on Biswas's protocol 1. As a preliminary step, the adversary Eve randomly chooses two positive integers, e 1 and E 2 . 4. After receiving forged public keys from Eve, Alice can compute their shared four base keys ( ) Once the four base keys are generated, Alice can extend them to generate 11 additional shared keys the same as former section. 5. After receiving forged public keys from Eve, Bob can compute their shared four base keys ( ) Once the four base keys are generated, Bob can also extend them to generate 11 additional shared keys the same as former section.
6. Both Alice and Bob believe that they communicate with each other and share the 15 common session keys between them. However, Eve can also compute four base keys between Alice and Bob and extend them to generate 11 additional shared keys the same as former section. Eve can share four base keys ( ) We can see that Eve can intercept, modify, or delete the communicated messages between Alice and Bob. This attack can work because Alice and Bob have no way to verify that they are talking to each other.
Conclusion
In this article, we have showed the security weakness of Biswas's protocol. His protocol cannot resist the man-in-the-middle attack. Through the attack, an attacker can intercept, modify, or delete the communicated messages between two communicating party or among the group members.
